
ULTHA – OVERWHELMING GLOOM 

In its four years of existence, German based outfit Ultha has convinced us with it's releases. 

Especially their latest opus "Converging sins" lets us hear a band that has the unholy fire of black 

metal burning in their hearts. Both Ralph Schmidt (guitars, vocals) and Chris Noir (vocals, bass) give 

some insights into the gloomy universe of Ultha (JOKKE) 

 

Hi guys! Your band name seems to be derived from a town named “Ulthar” that appears in one of 

H.P. Lovecraft’s stories. Correct me if I’m wrong, but I do not see that much references to his work 

in your music. So why exactly did you choose this name? Is it because there is already an American 

band operating under this moniker, that you decided to drop the “R” at the end? 

RS: There are several bands by the name ULTHAR and also a label ULTHAR RECORDS. Our idea behind 

the name was not directly derived from the idea of doing a Lovecraftian metal band, and you're right, 

there is no lyrical connection to his work – but our music (at least to us) feels intertwined with the 

underlying feeling of his work: the overwhelming gloom, melancholy, disappointment and 

hopelessness as well as the believe something bigger is pulling strings of misery in everyone’s’ life. 

The name itself is a reference to a city where cats rule. I mean, I love cats, but that's also not the 

point why we agreed upon ULTHA. It was mainly a thing of symmetry. We didn't want a complex 

name and we didn't want a too cliché name, but we had band logos we always loved and we used as 

references and the word ULTHA was just perfect for a logo. 

Tell me a little bit about the band’s inception in 2014. Where did the urge come from to form 

Ultha? What does Ultha has to offer or say what your previous bands didn’t? 

CN: I think the initial idea traces back to Ralph and Jens (our former guitarist), who had the idea to 

form a Black Metal band for quite a while before we actually started. I still remember when we  drove 

to Brussels together to see Ash Borer and Fell Voices and how floored we were after the show, that 



was a few months before Ultha came to life. The intensity was so surreal. So when Manuel, our 

drummer, moved to Cologne things took shape pretty fast.  

We’ve all been listening to Black Metal since the early 90ies and wanted to express ourselves through 

this music for a long time, but it’s just such a drag to find the right people to do it (and it surely 

doesn’t get easier by age). So when we finally found ourselves in the rehearsal room together, it just 

clicked.  

The melancholy and atmosphere of Black Metal but also its threatening aggressiveness is something 

we strived for here and there in our other projects, but all in all the emotive expression this music 

offers is unmatched in my opinion.  

 

RS: Jens and I had some songs written and already tried them out with a different drummer. But he 

wasn't able to play them. So the whole idea got put aside until Manuel moved here, as Chris 

mentioned. He is such a phenomenal drummer and also 110% our type of of guy. 

Ralph, since I follow you since some years, I wanted to know why you chose to play black metal 

after all these years? With your previous band Planks, you were operating more in the blackened 

sludge scene. I really admired this band and I still find it a pity that you guys stopped. Had the 

formation of Ultha something to do with this? Are there any other genres you would like to explore 

with a band? 

RS: I can't stand the this “blackened” adjective. Most of the bands working under this moniker are 

horrible. For me Planks was always a very loud dark wave-pop band which just was too stupid to play 

pop music. Most certainly we didn't play anything “blackened”. Gloomy was always my favorite 

association people had. Yes, we incooperated Black Metal influences in our music, but we mainly 

used the methodology and the harmonies, but at no point we ever considered us a Black Metal band. 

After we recorded “The Darkest Of Grays” we saw more and more people include blastbeats in 

Hardcore or Doom. After we finished our third record “Funeral Mouth” we were so fed up with this 

trend we decided to cut this out completely. With “Perished Bodies” we closed our intended trilogy 

of albums and also felt there is nothing more to say. By that time we lived far apart from each other 

and the managing of shows and rehearsals got more and more difficult. That's why we decided to end 

it all on good terms. Ultha certainly was a reaction to the frustration that rehearsals were so damn 

hard to manage with Planks. I just wanted to meet up and play for the fun of it. Ultha was that 

possibility. 

Although you can spot an upside down cross in the Ultha logo, it seems that you are not 

positioning your band as being satanic or anti-religious. Your lyrics are rather melancholic, bleak, 

nihilistic, gloomy and romantic. Where do you draw inspiration from? 

RS: We're not a satanic band, in general we're a more anti-religious, but just because religious 

systems are just so full of bullshit. They all have some good philosophical ideas, but most of them are 

drenched with this stupid idea that there is a higher power which will assess you in your doings. I 

rather assess myself and justify my mistakes to myself. The upside down cross came from the 

aforementioned symmetrical logos we gave to Raoul, who did our logo. Since it's also a bow to the 

traditional Black and Death Metal aesthetics we said we'd go with it. Our lyrics are strictly personal 

and of a melancholic nature. It's the only thing I feel an urge to write about and I swore to myself only 

to sing words about things I can relate to. 



 

The closing track “You exist for nothing” from your debut records has recently been chosen as a sigil 

for the band. That’s quite a nihilistic, negative and misanthropic message. Why are you so fed-up 

with mankind? It almost leans towards depressive and suicidal black metal. 

RS: Again categories. They're just empty words with a hollow core. I've been dealing with depression 

for a major part of my life now and no, I do not see much sense in existence. But the slogan for us is 

more of a reflection on human behavior in general. We're all mere primates who take ourselves so 

goddamn serious and think we're so important. Everything is always about power and dominance, 

about being the better or wiser person. But in the end, what for? We die, we get buried, we turn to 

dust. Who cares, honestly. I think you should live for the moment and try to steal a few moments of 

eternal glory you can reflect upon in the moment you face death and the final truth.  

CN: Mankind in itself is just ridiculous. Almost everything we call civilization, culture and progress is 

quite the opposite if you take a closer look at it, or has so many downsides it negates itself. We’re just 

a side joke of evolution, less than the blink of an eye in the endless chaos of the universe, trying to 

make some sense of it. So I think “You exist for nothing” isn’t just the blank truth on an individual 

level, but also in a wider scope. If the whole of humanity would be gone in the next moment, it just 

wouldn’t make any fucking difference.  

For the “true black metal cults”, satanic imagery and ideology is necessary to play black metal. You 

seem to lean more towards the USBM-scene with its’ atmospheric black metal bands like Ash 

Borer, Wolves In The Throne Room and Weakling. What is your opinion about the black metal 

purists who label any black metal band that is not satanic and/or wearing corpse paint as being 

“hipster”?  I’m a fan of both scenes within the genre, and as long as the music is honest and 

straight from the heart, I don’t mind if it’s “so called hipster” or not. I find what bands like Sun 

Worship or you are doing far more convincing than some of the clownesque orthodox black metal 

bands.   

RS: We get this question a lot and we always state the same: Who cares how you look, as long as your 

music is heartfelt, passionate and executed corresponding to what you honestly feel. Sun Worship get 



a lot of shit for the way they look, but what for? They are just regular guys who love this music. And 

you're right, they’re so much better than 98% of the bands who talk shit about looks. The same goes 

for the aforementioned bands. The guys in the bands are just regular people who know how to write 

good songs and execute the music they love with a heartfelt passion. I write most of the music for 

Ultha and the US scene's style and approach to Black Metal brought back my interest in this music. I 

started listening to Black Metal in 1993 and grew tired a bunch of times as most bands just kept on 

going back to Mayhem, Burzum and Darkthrone as a referenced and play a pathetic rip-off. But I 

never exclusively listened to metal. So I guess that makes me a hipster sell-out for some 25-year olds. 

Darkwave and melancholic pop music was always equally as important. 

They hypnotic element a lot of those US bands incorporate is what gets me the most. It's the same 

with some (Funeral) Doom bands. They also have a very strong sense of melody and that is what I 

need in “my Black Metal” as well. I don't care for War Black Metal or other branches which rely 

mostly on brutality. For me it's atmosphere and gloom. That's why you find the repetitive core as well 

as the “dark wave'sque” feeling and melodies. And since there is no way to invent something truly 

new in this scene one should derive his ideas from the things which feel honest to yourself.  

CN: I mean I wouldn’t degrade current orthodox or rather traditional Black Metal per se. There are 

bands like Djevel (from Norway) or Black Cilice (from Portugal) for example, who are quite 

conservative in how they do things: sound, corpse paint, song-writing etc. - everything very old 

school. But both bands create an emotive, really dark atmosphere in their very own distinctive way so 

who I am to judge if they incorporate corpse paint in their live performances. It just makes perfect 

sense for them.   

But when people start to define rules about a certain look or sound you must have to be Black Metal, 

it becomes a cliché, an empty shell that works even less if you can’t write one single proper riff. But a 

lot of the self-appointed “trve” metalheads are just happy with the most dishonest, uninspired and 

boring crap, as long as there’s a certain imagery involved and they can fulfil their childish need to 

“provoke”, which is quite pathetic anyway. 

Your 2015 album “Pain cleanses every doubt” was a good debut, but on your sophomore album 

“Converging sins”, everything is taken to a next level. What do you see as the biggest difference 

between both records? 

CN:  The biggest difference is arguably the song-writing, which took quite a big step forward on 

“Converging Sins”. Although most of the basic elements and influences are already apparent on PCED, 

everything is woven into another more fluently and therefore more convincing on the new record. 

After finishing the recording of PCED, we knew which direction we wanted to take and what elements 

we’d have to enhance or get rid of to create a deeper, more captivating atmosphere. Thanks to 

Ralph’s barely stopping song-writing mode the first song of “Converging Sins” already took shape 

before PCED was even released.  

On “Mirrors in a black room” we hear guest vocals by the amazing Rachel Davies from Esben And 

The Witch. How did you come in contact with her? It’s thanks to you that I found out that they had 

released a new (amazing) album in August of last year, which went completely under my radar. So 

thanks for that! 

RS: Well, good. You're welcome. They are an outstanding band and their reputation speaks for itself. 

Fantastic band, unbelievable songs, beautiful lyrics and the nicest people you can ask for. I'm glad to 

consider them our friends now. I got to know them at Doom Over Leipzig festival last year. They 



played and I approached the band afterwards to talk to them. I presented my idea and they even 

knew Ultha. Rachel was interested so we started trading lyrical ideas. She then recorded the vocals in 

Berlin with Felix from Sun Worship and made a good song an incredible one. 

On the “Dismal ruins” EP you were joined by Andy Rosczyk, who’s electronics and keyboards added 

a touch of Emperor to your sound. Moreover he was also in charge of recording and mixing the new 

album. Is it important for Ultha to be as independent as possible? No need to work with an 

external producer? 

CN: Andy recorded not only the new album but every output of Ultha (besides the rehearsal demo) 

and honestly, I can’t even imagine how an Ultha recording would work out if we couldn’t do it at 

Andy’s own Goblin Sound Studio. I mean we’re really cautious not to stretch the recording process 

into infinity but to get it done as fast as possible, but the situation allows us to take the time we need 

and get all the details right, especially when it comes to the mixing. It’s really luxury if you don’t have 

to rush into a booked studio and hammer out a full-length record in four days. And I also consider it 

advantageous that Andy plays in the band, because he’s involved in everything from scratch and 

there’s no need to explain to him for what sound we’re aiming for and things like that. So yes, 

independence is very important for us, and not only when it comes to recording.  

The DIY-principles seem to be very important for Ultha. You spread your music also through 

Bandcamp and you are quite active on your Facebook page to communicate with your followers. 

Especially about the release show in Cologne there were some statements about the venue, the 

ticket price, the line-up and the event. You also shared some thoughts on being anti-NSBM in the 

past. Why is it so important for you to clear some of these things out to the public? 

RS: People often see bands like us or aforementioned Sun Worship as “Hardcore people playing Black 

Metal” which is not the case. None of us were ever in real Hardcore bands. But we all do share a 

common DIY underground background, which is also very politically fueled. Most of our old bands 

were far away from Hardcore. But the ethics and mentality shared in this scene are very important to 

us. That's why we will always prefer playing a self-governed squat or an autonomous center to playing 

big commercial venues – that's why we said no to some bigger labels which offered us contracts for 

multiple records. That's just not our thing. We like to be able to decide what we do and how we do it. 

This band is just a hobby and it's already hard to keep it alive the way it is. If we'd be forced to play by 

some labels rules, do all this pre-release promo teasing nightmare, go on package tours with bands 

we have no relation to etc. – that would end this band faster than it started. We also think 

transparency is important to make us an honest band, which we hope to be, as this is what we expect 

from bands we like. We make no secret about making some money on merch, but we try to keep the 

price as low as possible. We still ask only a fairly small guarantee for shows, as we know how hard it is 

to finance shows these days. 

The thing with the release show was a very personal matter to us, that's why we wrote that 

statement. Cologne is an expensive city and the city does a lot to destroy any kind of underground 

culture, not only in Metal. We played our first release show there and decided to do the second one 

there as well, as the city just tries to bury the AZ for some new fancy flats unaffordable to most 

people. The show made a good amount of money which went to the four other bands and mostly to 

the venue for future projects and to help make it survive. Also we feel closely related to what the AZ 

stands for. It was sold out in like half an hour and most people understood the whole setting, saw 

great bands for a few Euros and had a good time. Of course, some people thought it would be cool or 

provocative to come to the show in Burzum or other sketchy band apparel, but they got kicked out 



and so in general we can say it was a success.  

 

CN: The DIY ethos (if you want to call it that) is a crucial part of ourselves and therefore of our band. 

Of course we have people in our surroundings that play very important parts as well, be it Klose of 

Vendetta Records, Thomas Reitmayer who does most of our artworks, or Luc of Doomstar, who does 

the booking. But all that wouldn’t work out if we wouldn’t have full control of every decision made. 

That modus operandi is substantial to Ultha.  

I often find it astonishing how helpless so many bands are when it comes to the most basic things. Of 

course it’s a lot of work, but it gives you total freedom and a lot of opportunities you’d miss if you’d 

just sit around waiting for a label boss with a bag of money accidently walking by your rehearsal 

room. 

It’s a pity that I was not being able to attend your release show, due to severe tinnitus problems. 

With also Fyrnask, Lubbert Das, Ortega and Paramnesia on the bill, this was a killer line-up! Did 

everything turn out as planned? I was really looking forward to see Rachel perform with you. Any 

chance this will happen again in the future? 

CN: Like Ralph stated above, the show definitely was a success. An few minor technical difficulties 

here and there, a schedule that couldn’t be held 100%, but that’s just normal things if you put up an 

event like this. All the bands played killer shows, the room was packed all of the time and I think 

almost everybody had a great time.  

Performing with Rachel was almost surreal to me. I mean I love Esben and The Witch for many years 

now, saw them play in various cities across Europe, and then Rachel, the person with the most 

beautiful voice imaginable, is standing right next to me on the same stage, singing the same song as I 

do – how can that not be the best thing ever? That was definitely the highlight of my entire “career” 

of playing music. I really hope we can make it happen again sometime soon, but nothing’s set in stone 

so far.  

Luckily you are soon going to embark on a tour with Woe, which will see you play in Het Bos in 

Antwerp and also on Roadburn, so I’m really looking forward to both shows. I know that playing on 

Roadburn is a highlight for a lot of bands and some choose to do something special on this festival. 

Will you play the regular tour set or do you also have something special in petto? 

RS: Right now we plan to play two songs of Converging Sins and the song which will be on the split 

with Paramnesia.   

A few weeks before the new album came out, you released a split-single with fellow countrymen 

Morast, whereon both bands covered a track from the legendary Bathory. What does this band 

mean to you? I really like your version of “Raise the dead”, especially how both high and deep 

vocals interact with each other during the chorus. Whas it difficult to choose which Bathory song to 

cover? 

CN: Haha, we get this question in almost every interview, and I will never get tired of saying: Without 

Bathory there woulnd’t be Black Metal as we know it today, and therefore no Ultha. Every single 

fucking Black Metal band in the world, no matter what sub-sub-style they feel they belong to, owes 

due to Quorthon and Bathory. We all love that band, every one of us has his personal favorite record 

(for me it’s “Under the sign of the black mark”), so when Cvlt Nation asked us to take part in that 

cover compilation (for which both split songs had initially been recorded) we didn’t have to think long 



about it. Ralph proposed to do “Raise the dead” because it’s more up-tempo and he already had an 

idea how to transfer Bathory’s insanity into an Ultha song, so we rolled with it.  

Although lots of bands cover Bathory, on your “Dismal ruins” EP you chose to rework the song 

“Ghost walking” by Mighty Sphincter, which is far less known by many people. Who came up with 

the idea to cover this song? 

RS: That was my idea, too. Chris and I both are big fans of Darkwave and Gothic music. I found Mighty 

Sphincter on a tape sampler a lot of years back. Most of their material sounds different to Ghost 

Walking, so when I got that album and heard that song the first time, I was blown away. It's so eerie 

and so dark. Then I stumbeled upon the music video for it when Dwid (of Integrity) uploaded it, and 

it's the best music video ever. I knew that at some point I wanted to turn this into a doom cover 

version, but for Planks that was never suitable. Also Planks already did a cover with a similar 

approach of The Cure's “A Forest”, but that was not really heavy. Ultha was the right entity to play this 

cover and I'm really happy with the way it turned out! 

Your albums are available on CD, cassette, vinyl and digital format. What are your thoughts on 

cassette and vinyl becoming a popular format to release music on again? I see the vinyl hype as 

some sort of escapism where the real music lovers (again) take time to explore records, enjoy good 

sound quality, read the lyrics, look at all the details on the artwork, etc. But if you want to grab a 

new album on vinyl you have to act very fast these days because a lot of releases are extremely 

limited and are often being bought by people who don’t give a flying shit about the music, but are 

only interested in reselling them at absurd prices on Discogs, which is something I hate. 

CN: Personally I never questioned the relevance of vinyl, so I absolutely hate all that RSD shit, the 

artificial shortage of pressings, the rerelease policy of almost every bigger label (why the fuck do you 

need to repress an album on double vinyl if it fit onto one record when it came out 15 years ago?!) 

and all that crap. I mean I like the idea of limited editions, colored vinyl and all that, but what’s 

currently going on is ridiculous. Then again there are enough people who play along, so what can you 

do?  

I’m glad we’re working with a label that refuses to partake in that money grabbing policy and keeps 

our records available for reasonable prices as long as we wish to and there’s a demand. That doesn’t 

stop you from producing collectable items, but there’s no reason not to have regular versions for a 

normal price as well for people how don’t give a shit about limited stuff and simply want to listen to a 

vinyl record. I really hope this current trend won’t devolve onto tapes (more than it already did), so 

that they stay the nerdy shit I like so much. 

With three releases in 2016, this was a very busy year for Ultha. What can we expect in 2017 

besides your upcoming tour with Woe and some festival appearances? 

RS: Well, right now we are sort of grounded and unproductive, as our new rehearsal space will be 

turned into a studio, but this seems to take forever. We intended to have the song for the split with 

Paramnesia recorded by now, which it isn't, and that sucks. I have one and a half new songs written 

already and there are several split offers. But right now it feels like we rather work towards album 

number 3. We will play those festivals in summer and maybe do another tour in October, but there is 

nothing set in stone right now. But I have two, three ideas for smaller things we could do. We'll see. 



 

 


